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#1 New York Times BestsellerA USA Today BestsellerWinner of the Newbery MedalA Caldecott
Honor Book A Coretta Scott King Illustrator Honor Book This award-winning modern classic—a
must-have for every child’s home library—is an inclusive ode to kindness, empathy, gratitude,
and finding joy in unexpected places, andcelebrates the special bond between a curious young
boy and his loving grandmother.Every Sunday after church, CJ and his grandma ride the bus
across town. But today, CJ wonders why they don’t own a car like his friend Colby. Why doesn’t
he have an iPod like the boys on the bus? How come they always have to get off in the dirty part
of town? Each question is met with an encouraging answer from grandma, who helps him see
the beauty—and fun—in their routine and the world around them.This energetic ride through a
bustling city highlights the wonderful perspective only grandparent and grandchild can share,
and comes to life through Matt de la Peña’s vibrant text and Christian Robinson’s radiant
illustrations.



G. P. Putnam’s Sons • An Imprint of Penguin Group (USA)G. P. Putnam’s Sons • An Imprint of
Penguin Group (USA)

For Luna and her two grandmas,Roni and Grace—M. de la P.For Nana—C. R.For Luna and her
two grandmas,Roni and Grace—M. de la P.For Nana—C. R.

pushed through the church doors,skipped down the steps.The outside air smelled like
freedom,but it also smelled like rain,which freckled CJ’s shirt and dripped down his nose.pushed
through the church doors,skipped down the steps.

He ducked under his nana’s umbrella, saying,“How come we gotta wait for the bus in all this
wet?”“Trees get thirsty, too,” his nana told him.“Don’t you see that big one drinking through a
straw?”CJ looked for a long time but never saw a straw.

From the bus stop, he watched water pool on flower petals.Watched rain patter against the
windshield of a nearby car.His friend Colby climbed in, gave CJ a wave,and drove off with his
dad.“Nana, how come we don’t got a car?”

Last Stop on Market Lawrence, Last Stop on Market Labcorp, Last Stop on larry nassar, Last
Stop on Lawrence, Last Stop on La Bodega, Last Stop on Larry Bird, Last Stop on Labcorp, Last
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Bryant, Last Stop La Bodega, Last Stop Larry Bird, Last Stop Lauren Boebert, Last Stop Lands
End, Last Stop Lane Bryant
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LadyDi412, “A Must for Every Library. It is so rare to find a book with a POC protagonist,
especially in children's books. The story is of a boy and his grandmother who take the bus after
church (religion is not part of this you just know they came out of a church building) on a Sunday
morning. The little boy is not happy about taking the bus. He wants to ride in a car to their
destination. On the bus, he meets and sees lots of different and unique people. Then finally
they get the last stop, Market Street. The last stop is a neighborhood that's not so nice, but his
grandmother tells him to look past the dirt and find the things that are beautiful. Eventually, they
make it to their destination, a soup kitchen, where they meet and serve the people they see
every Sunday. Annoyed as he was, the little boy is now grateful and glad that they came.I like
this story for one simple reason, it reminds me of all the adventures I took with my great-
grandmother on the bus to the library, museum, downtown, and church. Usually on Sundays, it
was always me and her. To see that relationship manifested into a book was such a joy when I
discovered it. I bought this book for my son who I now take to the library, museum, downtown,
and church. Albeit, we usually travel by car, but every once and a while, we will actually take the
bus because of that unique experience I had with my own grandmother. I wish the lesson of
being thankful for what you have and helping others and seeing the good in things when it looks
bad on the surface wasn't so nuanced. That is why I only gave four stars, but other than that, it is
a superb book. It is really is a must for ALL home libraries whether you are a POC or not.”

drinking tea with mittens on, “this book makes me ache in a good way. this book makes me ache
in a good way. living in a rural, remote setting, the idea of public transportation is in itself enough
to ignite my imagination in this book. we all need cars where my grandsons live and so this book
right away becomes a foreign adventure. and what an adventure! with a grandmother who views
the world poetically and with a deep sense of humanity. this book embraces the love between
generations all the while it also delivers an important message about caring for others beyond
our immediate family and to see everyone as an extension of our family. i wish i had had this
book in my life when i was a young child.”

David S., “Wonderful book for many reasons. This is a really nice book. For parents out there to
write a negative review because of how this grandmother and grandson speak is, to my mind,
quite ridiculous. Aren't we, as parents, supposed to raise children to become aware of others in
their world who may not look exactly like them? Who may not talk exactly like them? Who may
not live exactly like them? This book does a really nice job of presenting a loving family living in
the city of San Francisco and also has a very powerful lesson about giving back. What more
could a father (me) or mother ask for in terms of an appropriate and loving book for their pre-
schooler? I found it not only a charming story but a great vehicle for opening some doors into
some important discussions.  My daughter loves it and I couldn't recommend it enough.”



intrinsic Steph, “Matt de la Peña's prose was lyric and Christian Robinson's illustrations were
beautiful. CJ's voice is so real. When I read this book I got goosebumps that wouldn't go away,
which (according to the Dickinson definition) makes it poetry. Matt de la Peña's prose was lyric
and Christian Robinson's illustrations were beautiful. CJ's voice is so real, and the Nana who
spurs CJ to see the beauty of the city jumps off the page. My six year old daughter melted into
me as I read it to her. I look forward to reading it to my fifth graders in writing class to spur them
to observe the ordinary all around us in magical ways. I am excited to have a mirror that
accurately reflects our city, and a character of color that reflects my students. In addition, I am so
excited to have dialogue that actually sounds how we talk! As soon as the paperback comes
out, I will buy another copy for home and a copy for the classroom library.”

Sunset Slacker, “Wonderful depiction of the city & finding gratitude. I bought this book after
moving my young family from SF to a very homogeneous suburb. Rode MUNI with my kids & at
the time didn’t realize how diversity is taught passively when it’s all around you. Fast forward, my
kiddo makes a comment in preschool that shocks me & realize that she’s now in such a bubble.
This book is clearly nostalgic for me, but for my kids it’s a chance to talk about all the different
lives people live. A chance to talk about race, culture, homelessness, privilege (riding the bus
instead of a car, not having a music player), people with disabilities, etc.To those who choose to
post about the grammar In this book, good authors work very hard on depicting dialects, which
are 100% a part of one’s culture. Take the opportunity to discuss the diversity that exists in
language too. My goodness, white people from Boston add & delete Rs like crazy (Cubar
instead of Cuba, ca’ instead of car). ”

Jessie, “Highly Recommended. This book provides appreciation for simplicity rather than
materialism. Additionally, for ethnic, cultural, and socioeconomic diversity. It is never too early to
start promoting good values in our children.My 3 year olds love this book. Although they are
pretty advanced, it was initially a bit over their heads'. Discussing the content as I read it to them
had been quite helpful.”

Lancio, “Just lovely. What a gorgeous little story. So simple but so beautifully written and
illustrated. Perfect for a range of ages.”

Neil Percival, “Brilliant!. Brilliant story about humanity!”

BB85, “Step aboard the bus of citizenship. This magnificent book is a deserved winner of
acclaim and readers. The pictures share the characters journey and conversation as they
consider their purpose, neighbourhood, fellow passengers and the lives of others. It is the story
of everyone of us. I cannot recommend this book highly enough.”

Red Bus Book Lover, “Moving, colourful, gratitude-inspiring. Lovely simple story contains such



depth. Not much happens - a boy goes on bus from church to soup kitchen with Nana. The key
is the way Nana looks at the world and sees the beauty and humanity in it. Children understand
by the end there are different forms of richness.”

Inshra Sakhawat Russell, “Happy with transaction. Wonderful book”

The book by Matt de la Peña has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 3,304 people have provided feedback.
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